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The Nemots Trading Card Game (The Nemots TCG )

G E NR E
STRATEGY, DIGITAL TCG

C AT E G ORY
The Nemots TCG is a play-and-earn single and multiplayer digital trading
card game (TCG) built on blockchain technology .

P L AT F O R MS
PC , Linux, Mac, Mobile

THE BIG IDEA
The Nemots TCG is a gameplay-first , single and multiplayer digital trading
card game (TCG) built on blockchain technology where players create NFT
cards with beyond-this-world, randomised characters that have unique
abilities - called ‘ Nemots’ . Nemots can be leveled - up by risking them in battle
in turn-based , competitive matches for the chance to earn $ NTCG .

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENC ES BETWEEN
PLAY TO EARN AND PLAY AND EARN?
Play to Earn - In Play-to-Earn, you are playing TO earn - P2E games are rarely
fun to play and lack the elements that would make the game engaging and
compelling. ]
Play and Earn - In Play-and-Earn, you are playing the game because it ’ s fun
and engaging, AND you can make some profits through an incentivization model
on the side while you are having fun . Also , players that spend money on
in -game assets will truly own these assets with the ability to trade on
secondary markets .

P L AY M E C HA N I C
Two players square up against each other in a fighting - game style layout .
Each has a 5-minute clock that ticks down during their turn . They take turns
playing new cards which alter the rules , the order - everything to gain the
advantage over the other player. But once a card is on the board , it is
vulnerable to damage, so players must carefully weigh their actions …

LI CE N S E
The world of The Nemots will grow rapidly , with the introduction of
intriguing stories and background playing out each season built within the
game design, culminating in tournaments that will give out not only Tokens
but rare skins , creatures, rare designs or poses , etc .

TA R G E T A U D I E N CE
18 -49 y /o gamers interested in trading card games ( TCGs ) , web2
and web3 enthusiasts, and crypto investors .
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O ur Vis i o n
We believe that blockchain gaming will shape the future of the gaming
industry and we are dedicated to being at the forefront
of this revolution.

M i ss i o n S tatement
"Our mission is to create fun, engaging and intuitive gaming experiences
that will entertain and delight traditional and next generation gamers
alike. We strive to be innovative and sustainable in our approach, and
player-centric in our design."

S T ORY I NTR O D U C TI O N
In the late 1980s, a powerful beam of green energy from the celestials
rains down on Silverdale Mall late at night, causing strange fusions of
creatures and objects called Nemots. A ragtag group of mallrats must
enlist the aid of these creatures to become the unlikely defenders of
humanity against an overwhelming evil.

W hat i s Th e Nemo ts TC G?
INTRO
The Nemots TCG is a fun game with an earning secondary aspect where
players mint cute randomized character cards that have unique
abilities and can level them up by risking them in battle (NEMOTS). It’s a
game made of surprises, reactions, advantages and disadvantages, risks
vs. rewards, difficult decisions, and rapid changes of fortune in
battle.

W hat a r e N e m o t s ?
Created by the strange green energy, Nemots are creatures born of the
combination of inanimate objects and animals and gain the spirits and
qualities of both. The purpose of their existence is not yet known, nor
who created them. But now that they are here, they are yours to use how
you will. Each Nemot NFT card has the following attributes:
Condition Rating, Rarity, Elements, Stats, Abilities, Level, Components
and Art. All these combined decide how strong your Nemot is in the game.

Condit ion R at i n g :
The quality of the NFT card
deteriorates with each death
in-game. It’s possible to
repair condition rating,
though repair components are
rare. The scale is as follows:

GEM-MT 9 (Gem Mint Quality)
NM 8-8.5 (Near-Mint Quality)
GR 7–7.9 (Great Quality)
VG 6-7 (Very Good Quality)
GO 5-6 (Good Quality)
AV 4-5 (Average Quality)
NA 3-4 (Near Average Quality)
FA 2-3 (Fair Quality)
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RARI T Y
Nemots vary in rarity based upon the orb used to create them. The rarest
Nemots can gain an additional ability once they achieve a certain level
The rarities are:
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elit, sed diam nonummy
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ut
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laoreet
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Nemots of this rarity are
capable of reaching average
levels and abilities and
level up with much fewer
associated risks. They are
middle-of-the-pack cards.

UNUSUAL
Not exactly rare and not
exactly usual, these cards
have little risk and are,
more often than not, used to
burn for components.

V e ry R a r e
These Nemots are easier to
level up than Legendary
Nemots but do not reach the
same maximum abilities.
Still, they are exceedingly
rare and in good condition,
maintaining exquisite value.

LE GEN DARY
Only the rarest Nemots.
To level up legendaries
requires increased risk in
matches, but the rewards are
worth the risk for the brave.

E LEME N T S
Each Nemot is randomly assigned one of the three basic elements:
Fire, Earth, or Water.
Fire has an advantage over Earth, but a disadvantage over Water .
Earth has an advantage over Water , but a disadvantage over Fire .
Water has an advantage over fire, but a disadvantage over Earth .
To be successful a player must carefully weigh the advantage and
disadvantages of their opponent’s board creatures.

COMPO N E NT S
Each Nemot has within it components related not only to its element but
to random assets assigned on creation. Many of these components are not
explicitly known until the Nemot card is burned.
The purpose of this is to reward players who burn their unwanted cards
with additional surprises.
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S TAT S
Each Nemot has 3 main attributes
where points during minting may be
distributed .
For example, let’s say 13 points are
allocated at random for stats, they
can be split into the following
categories as follows:

Attac k
The creature’ s ability to damage
an opponent. Using our example ,
we will create a unique build
that doesn’ t focus on attack
strength and allocate only 3
points of the 13 to it.

D efens e
The creature’ s ability to take
damage from an opponent. While
being able to take damage is
important, we will make our
creature seem weak by
allocating a mere 4 points to it
but make up for it by loading up
its last attribute.

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SUMMARY
S p eed
The creature’ s ability to
recover Defense and Abilities .
We will allocate most of our
points to this stat, 6 points .
This will allow our creature to
recover damage rather quickly.

Abi l it ie s
Each creature has two random abilities that are combined based upon its
animal and inanimate object makeup.
An example would be: Milkshake Scorpion garners the ‘Sugar Rush’
ability from the milkshake and the ‘Tail Strike’ ability from the
Scorpion to allow the creature to use its tail strike on the opponent’s
turn. Additionally, each card has a 3rd ability that remains hidden until
unlocked through levelling up .

Level
Each Nemot starts at Level 0, without any experience in battle. As the
Nemot is used in battle, it gains experience. The level of battle
difficulty (normally based upon the mode played) determines the level of
experience the Nemot gains. Just be careful: anytime you play a Nemot to
level it up, its Condition Rating will decrease slightly if it is
eliminated.

A rt
Nemots are the combinations of objects and animals (normally… )
assembled randomly. each item or animal has a unique mechanic that
affects the combined result. Additionally, there are randomized
cosmetic items that overlay the characters.
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S I NG L E P LAYER
The Nemots TCG features a robust and challenging single player mode
that will teach and challenge players , as well as reward them with their
efforts. Starting with 3 modes and growing to include additional modes,
the single player game will be the first place to test one ’ s new deck
without the concern of losing card values . The modes are :

Train i ng
The tutorial mode of the game . Training is a partially scripted
experience that will go over the most important skills a player must
know to play and win at The Nemots TCG . Additionally, its story builds
upon the lore and foreshadows many of the plot points to come .

A dven ture
Go through the various locations in the mall and play against
increasingly challenging decks as you attempt to conquer the mall and
force out the villainous alien overlord .

Ra ndom C h a llen ge
In this mode , you will play against a deck that is randomly created .
Challenging and unexpected , this mode will prepare you for PvP like no
other and reward you for your efforts .

PVP
The core experience of The Nemots TCG is taking your built deck out into
the world and challenging others of a similar level to intense battles.
Across four modes , the PvP allows players to determine their level of
risk vs. reward , but only the brave end up with the best deck ...

Tooth l es s
A mode for the risk -averse but not challenge -adverse . Toothless mode
is battles but without card damage risk and thus without levelling
reward.

Novice
The mode for those Learning the basics of the game . This mode garners
some level of risk and thus some level of reward . Cards can be damaged,
but the percentage is smaller compared with Pro . Similarly, cards can be
levelled up, but not as quickly as in Pro .

Pro
The true core experience of Nemots TCG . In Pro mode , you risk your cards
in battle to level them up . Requiring a moderate amount of risk , Pro
provides a moderate amount of reward .

Insa ne
The most hardcore mode . Players must pay a fee to play each time a card
is used. Most of this fee is transferred to the pot and then the winner
takes the collective pot (Only available in areas regulations allow ) .
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D e c k B u i ld i n g
Deckbuilding in Nemots TCG will be a robust system where players can
review the mechanics of their cards , determine powerful combos , and add
them to a single deck .
In The Nemots TCG , a player ’s deck consists of a 20 -card minimum and a
30- card maximum . Each player is allowed to hold several reserve decks
and the maximum number of cards a player can have in their possession
is 109. However , a deck limit is not applied , meaning that across the 109
cards, players can have more than 5 decks .

M a r k etp la c e
The core of the economy: the marketplace , is where you can sell your
hard- earned orbs , creatures , spells , health packs , or components . Other
buyers across the marketplace will purchase these items from you or
they can be swapped for the native token .
In forthcoming seasons , players will be able to bid on rare auction
items set up by the Nemots team , including the levels from prior seasons
which allow for profit-sharing ( players will need to pay a fee to play on
prior season levels to have any chance of unlocking the previous season
creatures).

C a r d Fo rg e
In the card forge , players will burn their orbs and The Nemots TCG
tokens to create new random Nemots or Spells or Overpowers as
described above ! The rarer the Orb , the rarer the Nemot.
Additionally, during card forge , it’ s possible to add components to the
card, altering its elemental makeup .
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TO K E N OMICS
THE NEMOTS TCG Tokenomics:
Centralised Exchanges: 440, 000, 000. 00
Liquidity: 1,300, 000, 000
Mining Pool: 8, 500, 000, 000
Team: 2, 604, 500, 000
Seed 1: 4, 850, 000, 000 ( Price / $0. 000225 )
Seed 1 (VC): 1,500, 000, 000 ( Price / $0.0003 )
Whitelist Round 1: 450, 000, 000 ( Price / $ 0 .0006 )
Public Sale: 355, 500, 000 ( Price / $0. 0006 )

Whitelist Round 1

Centralised

2.3%
SEED 1 (VC)

2.2%
Liquidity

7.5%

6.5%

SEED 1
24.3%

Mining Pool

Total Supply: 20, 000, 000, 000
Total Allocated: 11, 500, 000, 000 ( 57. 5% )

42.5%
TEAM
13.0%

$NTCG Token Release Schedule
Centralised Exchanges: 40% TGE, 30% each month after
Liquidity : 30 % TGE , 35 % every 3 months after
Mining Pool : 4 % TGE , 8 % every month after
Team : Locked first 12 months, 10% every month after
Seed 1 : 10 % after 2 months, 10% every month after
Seed 1 ( VC ) : 5 % TGE , 10 % after 2 months, and every month after
Whitelist Round 1 : 30 % TGE, 35% every month after
Public Sale : 30 % TGE , 35% every month after

!
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Communities

Development

Nemot Design
Competition

Game Design

Short- list access for
gamers and game
influencers

Ongoing Development

Launch of Communities

Cross -ChAIN
Expansion

First Game:
Season 1
Mainnet

Testnet
Website Launched

Public Trading Opens
Mobile (Android)

Road ma p S e a son 1: Q3 2022
* Cross- chain expansion : a gaming ecosystem that supports and fuels
earnings in a cross -chain environment
* Testnet : to be used for testing and experimentation without risk to real
funds prior to mainnet launch in Q4 2022 .
* Website launched : providing all the information for the community ,

Road ma p S e a son 1: Q3 2022
* Mainnet : launch of The Nemots TCG Season 1
* Mobile: platform expansion to mobile for Android devices ( iOS release
for Q1 2023 )
* Public trading opens : sale information will be released soon
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K e y TEA M
We are a small but growing group of game designers , artists , animators,
and coders with over 30 + years of combined experience in game design,
art , and film .

O ur T eam Leads Are
Jasper van
Ravenzwaaij

Benjamin Bauchau

CEO

(ex American Gods
Character design, R&D.)

Strategic leadership
Favourite Nemot: Fishlight

Character Artist

Favourite Nemot: Lavalamb

BEN RC

Sarah West
coo

Background Artist

Operational leadership
Favourite Nemot: Catfee

(ex Prince of Persia)
Background Art and Design
Favourite Nemot: Blasterduck

Derek
LaPorte

Ben Howard

Lead Game Designer

Animator

(ex Aquarius, Singularity,
DIGG, and Qualia)
Favourite Nemot: Corndog

Game Animation
Favourite Nemot: Scorpee

ZAPIS
Savva Madar

HEad of Research

Lead Game Developer

Favourite Nemot: Clokken

Game development and VR
Favourite Nemot: Burgerdog

Jamie O ’Malley

Julian McClung

Advisory Board

Advisor

Favourite Nemot: Fishlight

Advisor

Advisory Board
Favourite Nemot: scorpee

Concl us io n
The Nemots TCG takes its inspirations from classic CCGs and indie games to
create a new experience , combining humorous characters and mechanics with
true ownership for players and a risk and reward mechanic. With the mind to
keep the ‘wild ’ in The Nemots TCG , each interaction will be unique and
impossible to plan expertly . A player must remain on their toes and react to
each play

About t h i s D o cum en t
This whitepaper is subject to change in some or all of its parts. As the game
is developed , mechanics will be added or subtracted and the details will be
altered in the whitepaper accordingly. The development of the game will
proceed through a method of intense in-house playtests in order to deliver
the best game possible to players and this document, in it’ s current form
merely represents the initial vision of the game.
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